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The Ibero-America employers’ organizations members of the International Organisation of 
Employers, participating in the meeting on “The Sustainable Enterprise in Latin America”, 
have examined the various aspects that affect enterprise sustainability in the region and have 
unanimously agreed to adopt the following conclusions, which constitute the Declaration of 
Caracas.  This Declaration identifies nine fundamental pillars upon which the sustainable 
development of enterprises in Latin America should be built. 
 
1. Private Property and Legal Security : Private property, as the cornerstone of economic 

and social development, requires the existence and application of clear and stable legal 
standards which provide security to business. 

 
Private property is the cornerstone of economic and social development.  Its full respect is 
essential. The institutions which define property rights and ensure their fulfilment – such as 
the judicial system, property registers and the bodies entrusted with guaranteeing compliance 
with the law – must be efficient, impartial and accountable to society.  For the private sector 
to function well, clear and stable legal standards which provide business with security must 
exist and be applied.  Such standards must be foreseeable and integrate an institutional 
environment in which business and investment can be carried out in total security.   In those 
countries where there is no legal security for the exercise of the right to private property – not 
only for the large but also for the small entrepreneurs – economic development immediately 
slows down, international credibility and confidence deteriorate, informality increases and, 
ultimately, poverty becomes more widespread.  
 
2. The Business Environment : The development of sustainable enterprises calls for a 

political, social and economic environment favourable for investment. 
 
The development of sustainable enterprises calls for a propitious environment.  The concept 
of “business environment” is broad and includes various external – but essential – factors 
needed for enterprises to be created, to grow and to compete.  Among the most important 
factors are : an economic and social policy which favours private investment; enterprise 
development and the formalization of entrepreneurial activities; a balanced fiscal system; an 
education system which meets employer expectations; an appropriate regulatory framework 
adapted to the new needs of the labour market; competitive production costs; efficient 
infrastructure; access to quality enterprise development services (financial and non-financial) 
and new technologies, as well as innovation.  
 
3.  Political and Macroeconomic Stability : Political stability and macroeconomic 
 stability in tax, budgetary, trading and monetary areas are indispensable conditions 

for the sustainability of enterprises.  
 

Political and macroeconomic instability are two of the main obstacles to sustainable enterprise 
development. Political instability damages the credibility of the country as a whole and limits 
possibilities of both internal growth and foreign investment.   Macroeconomic instability 
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generates uncertainty as to returns on investment, increases the country’s risk rate, raises the 
cost of credit and can destroy entire financial systems, leading to traumatic crises with serious 
economic and social consequences – as is being witnessed in Latin America and other regions 
of the world.  The responsible handling of fiscal, budgetary, monetary, credit and trading 
policies is a sine qua non condition for the development of private initiative and the creation 
of employment.   
 
4. A Democratic Society and Free Initiative : Respect of the State of Law, of ethical  
 principles and of democratic values is essential for the development of sustainable  
  enterprises. 
 
The respect of the State of Law, of ethical principles and of democratic values is essential for 
the development of sustainable enterprises.  The free initiative model can only exist in an 
environment of freedom (including freedom of expression), respect and democracy.  The 
government, enterprises, workers and the rest of society all have an important role to play, 
and together should be the guarantors of this environment of freedom.  This is the starting 
point for the region’s business sector in facing a priority challenge – that of economic growth 
with productive and dignified employment.  There can be no sustainable employment without 
sustainable private enterprises.  There can be no sustainable enterprises without ethical 
principles and democratic values. 
 
5. The institutional framework in a globalized society : The development of sustainable 

enterprises requires the transparent and committed handling of public institutions. 
 
Lack of regulations, inefficiency, mismanagement and lack of transparency in the functioning 
of public institutions is a clear sign of insecurity for the business community.  Enterprises and 
entrepreneurs both need, above all, political, public and administrative security in order to 
take investment and employment decisions. Governments must strengthen the institutional 
framework, eliminating all forms of arbitrariness and corruption in the exercise of their 
functions as well as ensuring the transparency of governmental activity.  Institutional 
deficiencies and excessive regulation are probably the major cause of the problem of lack of 
competitivity in the region, to which is to be added the traditional lack of coordination 
between the government and the private sector.  The growing globalization of economies calls 
for the existence of institutional frameworks which enable global governance – but they 
should simultaneously coexist with good governance at the national level – in which the 
various local and regional policies foster a process of inclusive globalization.  
 
6. Education and the Human Capital : Employment creation requires close cooperation 

between the private sector and the government in the design of education policies. 
 
Education is the basis of citizenship, of equality of opportunity and of development.  
Education and vocational training policies must respond to the expectations of society, as well 
as to the needs of  enterprises and of the labour market.  These policies must also include as a 
priority in their objectives employability and the development of the entrepreneurial spirit.  
For this, the collaboration of the business community is essential in the design and 
implementation of training programmes.  The constant changes in the manner in which 
production and work are organized mean that the success of enterprises and their productivity 
depend more and more on the quality of human capital and on the establishment of 
harmonious labour relations. 
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7. Social Dialogue : Social dialogue between employers, workers and governments is an 
important tool in the fight against poverty. 

 
In order to face today’s social problems, the region needs to count on full and genuine social 
dialogue – based on the new paradigm of cooperation and not on the culture of confrontation 
– in which governments, employers and workers join forces to generate wealth and 
employment.  In a globalized economy in particular, employers and workers have a host of 
interests, and their many common objectives can be increased through social dialogue.  The 
challenges the region must face, the adjustments required by the new forms of work 
organization,  the benefits of free trade agreements in terms of competitivity, the 
delocalization of plants and labour migration are factors which add to the daily challenges 
which exist in relations between employers and workers.  This makes a climate of dialogue 
and cooperation all the more necessary, in order to balance the different interests and 
priorities in order to ultimately create a minimum of social consensus that will ensure not only 
social peace but also sustainable enterprise development. 
 
8. Fundamental Rights at Work : Respect of fundamental principles and rights at work, 

as enshrined in the ILO Declaration, together with respect of private property, are 
essential for the creation of dignified jobs and sustainable enterprises. 

 
To be sustainable, enterprises must operate within an environment that guarantees values such 
as freedom, equality, justice and respect of the law.  Respect of fundamental rights at work is 
one of the pillars on which sustainable enterprise development is built, where principles and 
rights – such as freedom of association and the right to voluntary collective bargaining, non-
discrimination, the elimination of forced labour and of the worst forms of child labour – are 
issues which cannot be disregarded in today’s globalized world.  Of special importance for 
enterprises and their representative organizations is the full respect of freedom of association, 
in conformity with ILO principles.  In carrying out their responsibilities, employers’ and 
workers’ organizations must be able to operate freely, independently and autonomously.  So 
that they can develop and carry out their important economic and social function, 
governments must : abstain from interfering in any way in the operation of these 
organizations; draw up legislation that promotes the positive contribution of the social 
partners in society; and politically recognize the value of consensus between the social 
partners for the benefit of society as a whole. 
 
9. Social Responsibility : Social responsibility, both on the part of enterprises and of other 

social actors, contributes positively to the advancement of society. 
 
The Latin American business community acknowledges that, together with other actors of 
society, it has a key role to play in the region’s economic and social development.  Its 
commitment to society leads it to go beyond strict compliance of the law in various social, 
economic and environmental areas.  Enterprise development contributes to the fight against 
poverty.  Environmental protection and optimal use of natural resources should be a 
permanent feature of enterprise management.  The Latin American business community, in 
addition to generating wealth and employment for the benefit of society – thereby 
contributing to improving living conditions and fighting poverty – supports the voluntary 
efforts that each enterprise is able to make in any economic, social or environmental field, 
thus complementing the efforts of each Government. 

 
Caracas, 8 May 2007 
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